ANTARCTIC	303
I pencilled back: "100 per cent."
In my diary I made the observation: "No landmarks visible. Only
a limitless expanse of white."
Half an hour passed, and it became very hazy ahead. Below it
was dead flat, with a patch of sastrugi on our left. One hundred
and ten miles farther on—again to the left—we came abeam of a
solitary little range about seventy-five miles long, to which I took
bearings. It was symmetrically formed with peaks rising to 13,000
feet—and all clustered into a central mass, which dwindled down
to either extremity to merge with the plain around. I named it
Sentinel Range and its central peak Mount Mary Louise Ulmer,
after my wife.
Fifteen minutes later, on the south horizon and one hundred
miles distant, appeared a long black flat-topped range which visibly
extended through at least one degree of latitude. This appeared to
be the last of the mountains we were to see, for ahead and around
swept only a vast plateau meeting the horizon in a vista of white.
Throughout the journey, so far, visibility had been from 120 to 150
miles.
For two hours longer we flew on, with nothing ahead to break
the monotony of the level ice-plain stretching out beneath. At
20.35, G.C.T., Kenyon passed me his log-book with a fresh entry
reading: "Water sky dead ahead."
A water sky is that dark-blue appearance of the sky over water
when seen across ice. The only body of water ahead of us that
could possibly account for this phenomenon was the Ross Sea. Ten
minutes later Kenyon handed me this note: "I really have no idea
where we are, but our courses, carefully steered, should put us close
in."
Logic agreed with Him. We had been in the air nearly thirteen
hours; and such a flight, in a plane as fast as ours, should have
carried us almost across the continent from Dundee Island. Yet
the position of the sun—indicating early afternoon, local time-
disputed that assumption. As we were soon to find out, it could
not have been water sky that we saw but only some darkening
of fog or cloud. But, before we were through with it, this queer
land pkyed us so many tricks of illusion—setting pitfalls where
none existed or raising unseen obstacles for our feet, plaguing us

